
Ignatian Sports Reports (Boys)  
Term 3, Week 1 

 
Sport Coach Team W/L Opposition Score Comment 

Basketball 
Blake Ferraro & 

David Rinaldi 
Senior A Def Mercedes 81 - 44 

A preview to the Intercol matchup saw the fiery Ignatius boys get out to another hot start with high 
pressure defence and tough shot making. Saint Ignatius stayed in a 2-3 zone on defence in the first three 
quarters which was super effective against a three point shooting team. Ignatius was able to keep the 
lead throughout the entire game and never looked panicked. On offence, Sean Stock and Noah 
McDonald carried the load as they created shots for themselves and their teammates with ease. Also, 
Leo Thomson was a spark off the bench, getting on the ring for easy layups and being the best on ball 
defender for the game. 
Best Players: Noah McDonald, Sean Stock, Leo Thomson 

Basketball Isaiah Greco Senior B Def Mercedes 60 - 39 

The team came out strong with fast offensive plays and rock solid defence. The boys were able to not 
only apply pressure, driving to the basket and passing the ball around swiftly to set up many successful 
offensive plays, they were also able to track back on defence and ensure Mercedes were unable to 
break through. Under the ring in defence, the team worked better than they ever have to box out the 
opposition and secure rebounds whenever possible. Unfortunately, due to the height difference 
between the two teams, the boys often struggled in a contested pass situation, however, the energy the 
boys maintained throughout the game allowed for them to continue their win streak. This is a great sign 
for the upcoming intercol against Mercedes and the team in general! 
Best Players: Brodie Briscoe, Noah Semets 

Basketball Mr Riley Harrap Senior C Def by Mercedes 20 - 51 

Ignatius looked out of sorts for the first half and Mercedes played a strong game allowing them to build 
a strong lead. Our third quarter was our best quarter in which we match Mercedes scoring, but again 
lost our way in the fourth quarter. When we played with a controlled tempo and balanced before 
shooting we looked good, but we were too easily rushed by good defence from Mercedes. 

Basketball Gomezga Kalua Middle A Def Mercedes 60 - 18 Best Players: Riley, Remy, Michael 
Basketball Liam Hennig Middle B Def Mercedes 51 - 19 Best Players: Ari, Rudra and Tehan 

Basketball Max Busato Middle C Def by Mercedes 11 - 19 

The Middle C team started strongly today, playing tight defence and showing good ball movement on 
offence. Unfortunately, the ball just didn’t seem to want to go in during the first half, leaving the game 
tied up 4-4. Some big shots from Lennon, Hussain and Isaiah saw the boys break ahead in the 3rd 
quarter, but a succession of turnovers allowed Mercedes to recover and ultimately take the win in the 
last. Overall, the team should be proud of their efforts today, especially after the long break. 

Basketball Tyler Brogan Middle D Def St Paul's 35 - 23 

A great game of basketball, played with excellent sportsmanship. St Paul’s didn’t have a full team so 
players from our team rotated through each playing a quarter with St Paul’s so that a game could be 
played. 
Excellent offence by Louis and Karanveer, using speed and height to great effect. 

Basketball Kainen Heath Middle 7 Def by Adelaide High  
A tough defeat in the first game back from the break, the team showed effort throughout the whole 
game and continued to learn and try new things which was great to see.   
Best Players: Mark Cawley, Oscar Pryor, Diego Lim. 

Football Adrian Rocco First XVIII Def by St Michael's 
10.8 68 

12.15 87 

We took on the undefeated St Michael’s team on the weekend & gave them their closest tussle for the 
season. After leading for the first 3 quarters we unfortunately ran out of steam against bigger bodies 
with a lot more experience. 



It was our best team effort for the season as we played tough contested football. 
Alex Holt, Eamonn Cronin, Darcy Emerson & Max Alfred all led from the front & along with year 10’er 
Ben Hogan gave us a lot of drive to control the stoppages for most of the game. 
Noah McDonald & Louis Whitford were our most effective forwards & Saul Owen-Thomas as well as 
Nick Holt were relentless in defence while giving away many centimetres to their opponents. 
Best Players: A Holt, E Cronin, D Emerson, M Alfred, B Hogan, N McDonald, S Owen-Thomas, L Whitford, 
Z Hedley & N Holt 
Goals: A Holt 5, L Whitford 3, F Lupoi 1 D Emerson 1 

Football Sam Armitage Middle A3 Def by SHC 
6.9 45 

10.9 69 

After a month break the lads displayed extreme pressure, hard running and great desire, unfortunately 
beaten by a better team on the day. 
Max Floreani – best game of the season by putting his body on the line and pressure at the ball. 
Callum Jakas – showed his ability to run to each contest and his desire to win 50/50 contests. 
Myles Carr – displayed his raw talent and skills as a great footballer and team member. 
Alex Kavanagh – rucked all day never gave up the heart and soul of the squad. 
SPECIAL MENTION  - Ben Floreani who played his first game at this level who put is body on the line and 
showed his desire to never give up!! 

Soccer 
Mr Picca & Mr 

D'Onofrio 
First XI 

Drew 
with 

St Peter's 2 - 2 

The First XI SIC Soccer Boys first game back from the semester break ended in a 2-2 draw with Saint 
Peters’ College at the FFSA State Centre. The boys put in a solid effort throughout the match with some 
clean passages of play and smooth transitions in our attacking half in the first half. After conceding a 
penalty, and from being behind in the match 1-0, our boys fought back throughout the game by playing 
1-2 football and moving the ball well from defence to attack to eventually be up 2-1 late in the match. 
Goals came from Joshua Bracchi with a brilliant left-footed shot and Luca DeSciscio putting away a 
penalty. Although SIC dominated most of the match, Saints played some counter-attacking football in 
the final stages of the second half and after a long-range shot from outside their area, one of their 
players scored the equaliser after the ball came off the crossbar and bounced over the line. The referee 
was forced to make a difficult decision, and the game was finalised at 2-2 with everything for our SIC 
boys to play for next week against Saint Michael’s College, in the final game of the season’s fixture.  

 

Ignatian Sports Reports (Girls)  
Term 3, Week 1 

 
Sport Coach Team W/L Opposition Score Comment 

Badminton Austin Waugh Senior C1 Def Nazareth 
6-12-132 

0-0-36 

An easily deserved victory for the team, as only 36 points were lost over the 6 matches, showing our 
superiority and power against a well- trained Nazareth side.  
Best Player: Maria Ma 

Badminton Jenny Huang Middle C2 Def SDPC 
5-13-156 

1-2-97 

Our team competed with confidence, skill and great placement. Cheryl & Ashley engaged well as a 
doubles team. Bianca displayed courage playing singles against a much stronger/higher ranked player & 
fought hard to the end. 
Best Player: Krisha Baxi played with deliberate strength and purposeful positioning of shots. 



Badminton Josh Winkler Middle C3 Def by Norwood 
2-4-89 

 4-8-111 

Well played by the team against a strong opposition. MVP is Alice Li who won both her singles and 
doubles with some fantastic badminton playing. Special mention goes to Ada Comin who had her first 
game with us this week and played extremely well. 

Badminton Anoushka Toh Middle C4 Def Nazareth 
5-14-194 
1-4-118 

The girls played well this weekend, showing improvements in serves discussed in trainings and 
subsequently earning points early in their matches. The games were particularly engaging as the girls 
played well against skilled opponents, with a game going up to 13-15. MVP: Marla Apolloni 

Badminton Erin Goh Middle C5 Def SDPC 
 

6-13-164 
0-5-90 

Despite our opponents forfeiting three games, the girls played well and demonstrated great 
sportsmanship. Everyone displayed great enthusiasm and encouragement for each other throughout 
their games no matter the result.  
Best Player: Reika Ramos 

Knockout 
AFLW 

Mr Mullins Senior A Def Balaklava 
7.11 53 
2.2 14 

Returning to our first day of school after the winter holiday break we were eager to start our ‘Road to 
Intercol’ on a positive note against Balaklava High School. With each match of this competition resulting 
in one team progressing and the other team being knocked out we knew that our start to the match was 
going to be important. Despite some late changes to cover illness and injury, the girls brought a high 
intensity and sharp skills from the first bounce jumping out to a two goal lead kicking into the wind. Our 
midfield was dominant early led by Annie McKean and Chloe Healy working well in tandem. To 
Balaklava’s credit, they fought back well in the second quarter, throwing numbers around the football, 
congesting our forward line, which made it difficult to score. When they took possession of the ball, 
their transition was more effective than ours and they were able to move the ball the length of the 
ground on occasion. Our defence was missing a couple of key pillars but was well led by Annabel Kelly 
who repelled several attacking advances. 
In the 2nd half the midfield were challenged to ensure that they balanced their play between attack and 
defence. This provided more space for our forward line and greater support for our backline. They 
responded, with some excellent passages of play resulting in scoring opportunities. Zoe McCormack and 
Mia Sergiacomi were given the space to use their speed on the lead and turn their players back towards 
goal. Isabella Sedgmen and Immy Pertini won the ball at the contest, and Emily McGann used her speed 
and skilfulness on the outside to drive the ball deep into our forward 30m. A great result with lots to 
take away and apply over the next few weeks.  
Best Players: McKean, Kelly, Sergiacomi, McGann, McCormack, Pertini, Sedgmen 

AFLW Mr Grundy Middle A Def by Immanuel 
5.6 36 
2.4 16 

After some extremely close losses in Term 2, we felt as a team we are ready to take the next step and 
continue to improve throughout the remaining five games. We started extremely well against Immanuel, 
both winning the footy in the contest and applying extreme pressure when Immanuel took possession. It 
was most pleasing that we were ‘switched on’ from the very beginning, and scores were level 
throughout most of the game. Funke was dominant across half back, repelling Immanuel attacks time 
and time again, and Amelia P and Lily W were exceptional in the middle with repeat efforts and hard 
running. Ava T gave us a good target up forward, kicking a great set shot, as did Grace M. Phoebe D took 
on the game well and attacked the footy from half back. Unfortunately, being 2 points down at three 
quarter time, Immanuel got on a run in the last quarter and kicked 3 late goals to steal the win. We look 
forward to playing St Peter’s Girls this week.   

Netball Ms Besanko Open A2 Def Nazareth 38 - 31 

After a long mid-season break, we took a little while to find our rhythm and connection. Our whole-
court pressure was outstanding for the entire game which helped us to stay ahead in the contest until 
we found our flow. Jordan, Zara and Amelia continually blocked space, anticipated the pass and took a 
number of strong turnovers. Issy and Maddy and Tahlia worked hard in attack, finding new and creative 
avenues to goals. We were also very fortunate to have Abby, Immogen and Alicia fill-in for us with have 
us extra run and flexibility in our match ups in attack. 
We will continue to work on our disposal at training, but take great confidence from the fact that we 
have the determination and pose to win close games even when we really need to. 



Netball Abbie Gordon Open B3 Def SIC 5 31 - 5 

It was a strong overall effort from all the girls coming back from a well deserved holiday break. They all 
cohesively moved down the court and made little mistakes resulting in the high score line on their own 
behalf. As the season continues I am sure the girls will continue to thrive and work towards a strong 
finish. 

Netball Emma Curnow Open B4 Def MMC 2 36 - 21 

The girls played a strong game considering they hadn’t played as a team for over 4 weeks including the 
break and previous forfeit. The girls quickly adapted to the game and turned over MMCs balls after the 
first few minutes. Continuing to work on passing and footwork throughout the game will be a key focus 
for the upcoming training sessions. Movement was steady across the court and the girls have begun to 
gel and swiftly adapt to each others movements as the game goes on. All over a great start to the 
second half of the season and I look forward to coaching them as they continue to grow. 

Netball Antonella Pittaluga Open B5 Def by SIC 3 5 - 33 

A good effort from the girls, despite the loss, they all worked hard and tried their best to work the ball 
down the court. Our opposition was very tall which proved to be our disadvantage, but nevertheless, 
attack made some good movement allowing for attempts to be made in the circle. Molly did great at 
keeping her player out of the circle and created a lot of defensive pressure. We’ll need to work on 
spacing. Overall, a good effort from the girls! 

Netball Alyssa Booth Open C7 Def by OLSH 6 - 19 

Today, the girls showed that they can compete, and substantial improvement from the start of the 
season - although not reflected in the scoreline. From their improved ball movement to increased 
pressure on and over the ball, the girls should be proud of their game and how far they have come. 
Special thanks go to Grace Carter and Jessica Fedcyzszyn for filling in in the first quarter! 

Netball Kain Noack Open C9 Def SIC 6 40 - 8 

A great win by the girls. Fast ball movement and great shooting made for a decisive win. 
Ruby was everywhere, Kate intercepted multiple opposition attacks, whilst Sienna and Kulli hardly 
missed in goals. 
A good team effort overall. 

Netball Miss Gue Year 9 B1 Def Kildare 27 - 4 

Last weekend the 9B1 netball team played against Kildare. Despite only having 7 players our great 
defensive pressure across the whole court made it difficult for the opposition to get the ball to their 
offensive end. Some players had to play in positions they weren’t so familiar with but in no shape or 
form did that affect the exceptional performance from everyone. We managed to keep Kildare scoreless 
for 2 quarters eventually winning the game with a score of 27-4.  

Netball Alec Davis Year 9 B2 Def Loreto 2 17 - 14 

Continuing to get some wins in our new grade, Ignatius 9B defeated Loreto 17-14, with only 7 players. 
This game was a steady fight from start to finish, with both teams putting on tough defence and making 
it difficult to get goals. Coming back from holidays added its own challenge, but the girls were quick to 
find their form and get back to working as a unit from end to end. I was happy to see the girls suggesting 
changes and giving each other advice on and off court. It was our determination, teamwork and 
persistence that won us the last quarter by 5, and the overall game by 3. 

Netball Carissa Fedele Year 9 C3 Def by MMC 2 8 - 28 

A hard game for the girls this week with only having 4 players with an extra 3 players filling in. A big 
thank you to Tiki, Lucinda and Annie for filling in. Despite this, the girls worked together to get in front of 
their players and make space. The team scored the majority of our goals once the mercy rule was 
enacted, however spirits were high throughout the entire game. Well done girls. 

Netball Lauren Palumbo Year 9 C4 Def SMC 3 37 - 13 

Today’s game saw the girls play their best game of the season, showing no signs of fatigue after their 
three week break. St Michael’s we’re a tough opposition on our last encounter, so the girls went into 
this game with a strong determination. They anticipated the play and performed perfectly timed leads 
with direct passes. The shooters were accurate in front of ring, getting rebounds on the few times they 
missed. The defence was on fire, getting lots of touches and turnovers. Even with only seven players, the 
girls showed no signs of slowing down and they should take this game as an indication they can play 
really excellent netball. Well done girls! 

Netball Alex Hinton Year 9 C5 Def OLSH 26 - 10 The improvement in the girls since the beginning of the season has been phenomenal! This game was a 
standout for all players - the passing, pivoting and communication between the girls was seamless and 



much improved from the first game! Each line worked so well together to create the cohesive unit that 
was our team. Mimi and Madi worked hard in defence to place lots of pressure resulting in turnovers, 
Tiki, Alise, Lana and Annie consistently battled to make leads into the best spot in the middle third and 
Elin, as well as Annie and Lana shot so well. Good job girls, I am excited for our next game! 

Netball Nerissa O'Brien Year 8 B1 Def Marryatville  29 - 23 

A great game from the girls, although they only had 7 players, they all worked extremely hard 
throughout. Abby and Ella did a great job as shooters, making lots of great movement in the circle which 
allowed for many goal opportunities. Grace and Sabina created a lot of defensive pressure and got many 
intercepts which allowed the girls to increase the lead. Lily had a great game as C for 4 quarters, her 
stamina and athleticism helped the team as she was able to work the ball down both ends of the court. 
Overall great game to watch! 

Netball 
Antonia De Angelis 
& Alyssa De Conno 

Year 8 B2 Def Kildare 17 - 9 

Congrats girls!! An excellent effort from the whole team to get the win today! The girls’ ball movement 
was much improved from last term which is so good to see. The girls also put into practice their base line 
throw ins which paid off. They adjusted well to new positions and combinations and worked well to 
support each other on the court. A well earned win. 

Netball Caitlin McKeough Year 8 C3 Def by SAC 5 - 13 
An amazing game playing with 6 players from start to finish. Fantastic first half with great defence all 
over the court ending the first half extremely even. SAC pulled away in the second half however still a 
fantastic game played by all! Well done girls. 

Netball Miss Dundon Year 7 A1 Def Marryatville  14 - 16 

A very impressive win from the team today. With only 7 players, the girls worked extremely hard all 
game and all played their roles well. Grace and Martha scored some great goals from far out and earned 
some important rebounds. The mid court provided strong leads and good options throughout all 4 
quarters. Clara and Ava were solid in defence and won many intercepts. The girls’ passing around the 
ring in attack has improved immensely, allowing our shooters to get in the best possible position to 
score. A whole team effort today resulting in a great win! 

Netball Molly Ingram Year 7 B2 Def by Kildare 17 - 19 

Today’s game started off relatively slowly, the opposition had quite a lead by quarter time. The girls 
went into the second quarter very determined and they worked hard for the rest of the game. The girls 
performed well and made lots of intercepts and put pressure on Kildare. Unfortunately, our passing 
behind and spacing let us down. The girls fought hard and didn’t let their heads drop. Great try girls, 
looking forward to next week!! 

Netball Lauren Schell Year 7 B3 Def by Norwood 12 - 16 

Such an exciting match to watch, the girls should all be so proud of how hard they fought the entirety of 

the game. With only 6 players, everyone had to put in 110% the whole game. Although down a player, 

the two teams were evenly matched and Iggies should be happy with how they were able to keep up 

with a fresher Norwood team. Unfortunately, Norwood were able to get away in the 3rd quarter, but 

Iggies were able to keep them goalless in the final quarter. Well done to each player, especially those 

who had to play in a non-preferred position! 

Netball Olivia Serocki Year 7 C4 Def Gleeson 38 - 31 

After a long mid-season break, we took a little while to find our rhythm and connection. Our whole-
court pressure was outstanding for the entire game which helped us to stay ahead in the contest until 
we found our flow. Jordan, Zara and Amelia continually blocked space, anticipated the pass and took a 
number of strong turnovers. Issy and Maddy and Tahlia worked hard in attack, finding new and creative 
avenues to goals. We were also very fortunate to have Abby, Immogen and Alicia fill-in for us with have 
us extra run and flexibility in our match ups in attack. 
We will continue to work on our disposal at training, but take great confidence from the fact that we 
have the determination and pose to win close games even when we really need to. 

Soccer Brianna Gotting Middle A Def by BYE 0 - 1 

The girls had a difficult match to begin the term and despite the loss there was excellent progression. 
Both Lara, Zara and Sarah made some excellent runs and provided plenty of scoring opportunities. Stella 
and Nat were great in the midfield, giving our attacks some perfect through balls. Piper and Dior had an 
excellent defensive game with consistent second efforts and physicality.  



 

Ignatian Sports Reports (Mixed)  
Term 3, Week 1 

 
Sport Coach Team W/L Opposition Score Comment 

Squash Gerald Freslich Div 3 2 Def St Peters 
171 
103 

This week the second team had a good win against St Peters. Many of the games were tight and 
demonstrated the consistent progression of the Saint Ignatius second team, as a greater diversity of 
shots were played by all members of the team. 

Squash Ryan Murphy Year 8 A2 Def Pembroke 2 3-0 
A clinical performance against a Pembroke side that never looked like challenging us, the team didn’t 
drop a game in a dominant win. As we head towards the pointy end of the season we are very well 
placed to play finals.   

Table Tennis Mr Lodge Open A1 Def Pembroke 
14 – 6 
50 - 22 

The senior years A1 team started term 3 table tennis with a solid win against Pembroke away. For the 
first time in living history, they won all their doubles matches, well done! And well done to Jasmine and 
Tom for winning all their matches. A good start to the term. 
Best players: Jasmine Fung & Tom Li 

Table Tennis Austin Waugh Middle A  Pembroke Navy 
20 - 40 

0 - 7 

A wonderful result, as everyone was able to win every match convincingly. It definitely shows our 
strength, with only 7 sets going to the opposition, as well as a spectacular show of power from all. 
Best players: Kenny Xu 

Table Tennis Mr Passaniti Middle A2 Def by Glenunga 2 1 - 19 

We came up against a very strong opposition and the score reflects how difficult it was. The team 
remained positive, focussed and determined against quality opposition. Chen Rao pushed both of his 
opponents at #2 in the singles and revere singles. Keenan McCormick and Jacob Short were able to take 
a set each from their opponents, and well done to Yu Chong  who won an entertaining and hard fought 
singles match. 

Table Tennis Ms N Prior Middle C2 Def Rostrevor 11 - 9 
We had to forfeit three games due to missing players. However, all students dedicated themselves to 
the matches, allowing another win.   

Table Tennis Mr Sturgeon Middle D1 Def Blackfriars 8 - 12  

We started slowly in the doubles, with Eric and Andrzej winning their game. More success was had in 
the singles, with Shivank and Kyle  winning their games closely against some good opposition. Marco 
also won a singles close.   
Best players: Shivank Paul and Kyle Dulay 

Table Tennis Fr Tanaya SJ Middle D2 Def SHC 11 - 5 

The team got back together after four weeks to play an away game against Sacred Heart College. 
Arriving late to the venue, the doubles had to immediately play their games, not yet composed in an 
unfamiliar setting, losing 2 quick rubbers to the host team. Then in singles, three members had to play 
their respective third decisive sets before clinching victories. Everyone confidently showed skills and 
humility, contributing to the team effort. Well done. 

Hockey 
Isaca Fallo & Will 

Mencel 
Middle Drew Concordia 8/9 2 - 2 

After a break from hockey in the holidays, the team got straight back into things and played very 
strongly in both attack and defence. A dominating first half saw the team lead at half-time 2-0 against a 
strong opposition. This performance continued for most of the second half before the players dropped 
off in the final minutes of the game. This resulted in a concession of 2 quick goals, one taking place in 
the final seconds of the game. The final score line did not properly reflect the dominant effort and skills 
of the team. Overall, there were many positives to take away from the game which, with more training, 
will certainly bring even more success in the future. 



Ned Lyall played a great game in all parts of the field, scoring the team’s only 2 goals and also playing a 
strong defensive game in the second half.  
Harry Hodges was excellent as a ‘tagger,’ locking down the oppositions best players and helping the 
team to dominate for the majority of the game. 
Caitlin Anderson was outstanding in a defensive midfield role. She laid many strong tackles and cut off 
passes on multiple occasions to save the team from conceding. 

 

 


